### SAT, MAY 12
**CAMPUS CAFÉS**
- Grounds for Change ............... closed
- Northern Bites .................... closed
- West Campus Café ................. closed

**SOUTH 40** ................................ closed
**VILLAGE** ................................ closed
**DUC** .................................. closed

### SUN, MAY 13
**CAMPUS CAFÉS**
- Grounds for Change ............... closed
- Northern Bites .................... closed
- West Campus Café ................. closed

**SOUTH 40** ................................ closed
**VILLAGE** ................................ closed
**DUC** .................................. closed

### MON, MAY 14
**DUC**
- 1853 Diner .......................... closed
- Wash U Wok .......................... closed
- DeliciOSO ............................. 11am-2pm
- Trattoria Verde ...................... 11am-2pm
- Café Bergson ......................... 8am-2pm
- Ibby’s Bistro ........................ closed
- GET Food ............................. closed

**CAMPUS CAFÉS**
- Grounds for Change ............... 8am-2pm
- Northern Bites .................... 7:30am-2pm
- West Campus Café ................. 7:30am-2pm

**SOUTH 40** ................................ closed
**VILLAGE** ................................ closed

### TUE, MAY 15
**DUC**
- 1853 Diner .......................... closed
- Wash U Wok .......................... closed
- DeliciOSO ............................. 11am-2pm
- Trattoria Verde ...................... 11am-2pm
- Café Bergson ......................... 8am-2pm
- Ibby’s Bistro ........................ closed
- GET Food ............................. closed

**CAMPUS CAFÉS**
- Grounds for Change ............... closed
- Northern Bites .................... 7:30am-2pm
- West Campus Café ................. 7:30am-2pm

**SOUTH 40** ................................ closed
**VILLAGE** ................................ closed

### WED, MAY 16
**DUC**
- 1853 Diner .......................... closed
- Wash U Wok .......................... closed
- DeliciOSO ............................. 11am-2pm
- Trattoria Verde ...................... 11am-2pm
- Café Bergson ......................... 8am-2pm
- Ibby’s Bistro ........................ closed
- GET Food ............................. closed

**CAMPUS CAFÉS**
- Grounds for Change ............... 8am-2pm
- Northern Bites .................... 7:30am-2pm
- West Campus Café ................. 7:30am-2pm

**SOUTH 40** ................................ closed
**VILLAGE** ................................ closed

### THU, MAY 17
**DUC**
- 1853 Diner .......................... closed
- Wash U Wok .......................... closed
- DeliciOSO ............................. 11am-2pm
- Trattoria Verde ...................... 11am-2pm
- Café Bergson ......................... 8am-2pm
- Ibby’s Bistro ........................ closed
- GET Food ............................. closed

**CAMPUS CAFÉS**
- Grounds for Change ............... closed
- Northern Bites .................... 7:30am-2pm
- West Campus Café ................. 7:30am-2pm

**SOUTH 40** ................................ closed
**VILLAGE** ................................ closed

### FRI, MAY 18 | COMMENCEMENT
**DUC**
- 1853 Diner .......................... closed
- Wash U Wok .......................... closed
- DeliciOSO ............................. 11am-2pm
- Trattoria Verde ...................... closed
- Café Bergson ......................... 8am-2pm
- Ibby’s Bistro ........................ closed
- GET Food ............................. closed

**CAMPUS CAFÉS**
- Grounds for Change ............... 7:30am-2pm
- Northern Bites .................... 7:30am-2pm
- West Campus Café ................. 7:30am-2pm

**SOUTH 40** ................................ closed
**VILLAGE** ................................ closed